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1 . INTRODUCTION
The effects on structures may encounter during their life spans are generally gathered in 3 main
groups by engineers according to their frequency.
a) Main Loads: These type of loads are those that affect the structure continuously or very
frequently (Dead loads, live loads that are imposed by to a structure's functions, ground
settlements, support deformations, crane loads, shrinkage effects, creep in reinforced
concrete, etc).
b) Additional Loads : Loads that affect the structure less frequently (Temperature changes due
to climate conditions, wind loads, snow loads, brake loads, friction loads at the supports,
temporary lateral pressures, etc).
c) Special Loads : Effects that take place rarely during the life span of the structure
(Earthquake effects, effects due to vehicle crashes or cable failures, loads that may happen
during construction or erection, fire effects, etc ) .
The engineer has to provide the strength of the structural system against these 3 groups of effects
during its life span.
In this lecture, the behavior and design criteria of prestressed concrete systems under earthquake
loads of the third group will be discussed.

2. WHAT IS PRESTRESSED CONCRETE; HOW DOES IT BEHAVE UNDER
LOADING; WHAT ARE THE BASIC BEHAVIOR DIFFERENCES WITH
CONVENTIONAL REINFORCED CONCRETE?
The tensile strength of concrete is roughly 1/10th of its compressive strength. Besides, in a
concrete element even when there are no imposed loads, tensile stresses develope at sections due
to certain effects (shrinkage and temperature changes). These tensile stresses are generally greater
than the tensile strength of concrete even under normal conditions. Therefore, in practise, pure
concrete (except 100; normal compression) has no carrying capacity. This deficiency of concrete
can be overcome by placing reinforcement in the tensile regions. This concept is the "reinforced
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concrete" concept. But in more abstract terms, initially concrete is put under compression and
when the external loads start to effect, the tensile stresses produced are eliminated by the
previously produced compressive stresses. This concept is the "prestressed concrete" concept.
In other words, by initially putting concrete under compression the "prestressed concrete" system
is obtained. This prestressing is imposed on the concrete through high strength steel
reinforcement with suitable mechanical properties. This force is maintained by end anchorages or
directly by bonding the reinforcement to the concrete.
Thus the "prestressed concrete" system is composed of concrete, prestressing steel, anchorages,
and normal steel used to overcome the tensile stresses caused by the shear stresses and anchorage
mechanisms.
To understand the behavior of the prestressed concrete system especially during earthquakes, it
will be useful to briefly examine the cross-sectional responses and tensile stress changes of the
prestressing steel under increased loads. In figure 1, the stress distributions of beam sections
under increased loading is summarized.
It is also interesting to follow the stress changes in the prestressing steel during these steps
(Fig.2).
On the other hand, the comparison of conventional reinforced concrete with prestressed concrete
is very instructive. This comparison is shown in Figure 3. In reinforced concrete, when there are
no external loads, both the concrete and reinforcement stresses are zero. After the loading,
compressive and tensile stresses are formed in the concrete and the reinforcement respectively.
The force couple formed by the resultant of these effects balance the increased moment. Again,
as stated in the strength theory of reinforced concrete, the lever arm of this force couple changes
very little. The parameters that change are the stresses in the concrete and the reinforcement. This
response of reinforced concrete shows a fundamental difference with prestressed concrete
sections. In reinforced concrete sections, the sectional resultant forces keep their locations but
their magnitudes increase to counterbalance the increasing moments. But, in prestressed concrete,
the tensile force in the prestressing steel and the compressive resultant force of the concrete in the
cross-section; remain constant. The parameter that changes is the point of application, of the
resultant compression force.
Besides this fundemental behavior difference, there are some other main differences between
prestressed concrete and reinforced concrete :
a) In reinforced concrete, the formation of cracks is a normal phenomenon and this is considered
in the design. As soon as the element is loaded, cracks form in proportion to the deformations
of the sections. The cracks will remain even if the load is removed. But, in prestressed
concrete the cracking phenomenon is eliminated. Even if partial cracks are assumed in the
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design, these cracks close up when the loads change. In reinforced concrete, it is necessary to
keep the size of the cracks under control. Therefore, steel stresses cannot be increased over a
certain value specified by the concrete type and crack widths. The situation in prestressed
concrete is the reverse. As the steel is prestressed to higher values, tile crack formation
possibility is eliminated.
b) In reinforced concrete, steel is a reinforcement and it is in a passive state. Its value changes
depending on the loads. In prestressed concrete, steel is not a reinforcement. It is an internal
force whose value doesn't change with the loads, and which is formed by the engineer as
desired. It is in an active state.
c) Prestressed concrete elements are always indeterminate in view of structural statics. The
element is indeterminate even if externally determinate. The section forces and stresses
cannot be computed without including the strain changes in the system. Furthermore,
because of the physical laws of the material, "time" has a very important effect on the section
forces and stresses.
In short, there is no similarity between prestressed concrete and conventional reinforced concrete,
other than being composed of concrete and steel.

3. LOSS OF PRESTRESS AND DESIRABLE MATERIAL PROPERTIES IN STEEL
AND CONCRETE
In the early applications of prestressed concrete, reinforcement steel has been used as prestressing
steel. The elastic modulus of reinforcement steel is 2.1x106 kg/cm2. For example, a 600 kg/cm2
stress gives only a strain magnitude of 0.03. An element obtained with such an application has
been observed to form cracks after a while. Today, we know that the reason behind this was the
"prestressing losses". Two phenomena previously not noticed "shrinkage" and "creep" are
causing important amounts of prestressing losses.
Besides these two physical phenomena, the elastic shortening of concrete, steel-cable friction,
temperature changes in the environment, and anchorage movements cause certain losses too. In
short, the prestressing stress in the prestressing steel loses its value a while after it is prestressed.
This process is shown in Figure 3. When the element is put into service, theoretically it is
assumed that these losses have been completed. In prestressing, the losses are a reality. Thus, in
order that an element serve its function, sufficient stress must remain after these losses. To ensure
that such a stress remains, the steel without yielding, should be able to elongate much longer than
the shrinkage and creep contractions of the concrete. Experiments have shown that prestressing
losses can be in the order of 1000-4000 kg/cm2. This phenomenon is a factor that specifies the
desired characteristics in the prestressing steel.
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Thus, the main element of prestressed concrete, steel, should have high strength and should
elongate a sufficient amount without failing. Today, under normal technology, steels with tensile
strengths of 9.000-18.000 kg/cm2 are being used. The present steel technology is producing and
using steel with 20.000 kg/cm2 strength. Higher strengths can be obtained. But the ductility of
these steel is not sufficient and for this reason their use may be dangerous.
In a steel, besides high strength, ductility is expected. The ductility criterion is a function of the
ratio of elongation at failure to elastic limit elongation. When this ratio is high, the failures of the
structural elements are not sudden, and despite large deformations the system doesn't fully lose
its load carrying capacity. Again the ductility of the material is very important in connection with
local stress concentrations around the anchorages. Another advantage of ductility is its positive
effect on the structural system during earthquakes. But, as the strength of steel increases, its ductility decreases. Figure 4 shows the stress-strain curve of the St 140-180 prestressing steel used in
the normal technology. In the same figure, stress-strain curves of reinforcement steels are also
given.
Similarly, for concrete, the desired characteristics are specified mostly by the "loss of prestress".
The concrete is expected to cause as little shrinkage and creep as possible. The elastic
contractions are inversely proportional to concrete's "elastic modulus". For this reason, concrete
with high elastic moduli are prefered.
Concrete with high elastic modulus and low shrinkage and creep, is high strength concrete. As
the compressive strength of concrete is increased these desired properties are obtained. Also, in a
prestressed concrete system to economize on the prestressing stee1, it is desired that the
compressive strength of the concrete be as high as possible. Today in normal technology, a
concrete less than B300 is not used. B450-B600 are concrete with suitable properties for
prestressed concrete. The increase of the concrete strength reduces the ductility while, it increases
the plastic energy absorbing capacity. In figure 5 the stress-strain curves of concrete used in
prestressed concrete systems are given. It can be seen that as the strength increases, the elastic
modules increases, the ductility decreases, and a sufficient "plastic energy" area is maintained.

4. THE ESTIMATION MASS FORCES CAUSED BY EARTHQUAKES
Earthquakes, which are sudden vibrations of the ground, vibrate the structures on it. Since the
acceleration and the direction of the earthquake vibrations are not constant, they produce "mass
forces" on the structural mass.
In a structure, to estimate the forces which will be produced during an earthquake, the free
vibration periods, the critical damping, and the soil dynamic parameters has to be known. If the
system's geometry, material properties, and masses during the earthquake are known, the periods
can be computed analytically. The critical damping is a very complex parameter. The best way of
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determining it, is the experimental method. But, for a structure at the design stage, the critical
damping can only be estimated according to the experiments made on similar structures and the
engineer's intuition.
To specify the accelerations produced in earth is difficult. Each earthquake may produce different
accelerations in the same ground. The epicenter and hypocenter distances, the earth masses the
vibrations travel through are factors which effect this parameter. As can be realized, the mass
forces produced during an earthquake cannot be determined analytically. No engineer has means
of determining the forces to be produced in an earthquake. But, there are earthquake experiments
and records which help to estimate these forces. The really difficult part of earthquake design and
perhaps the point that needs "engineering intuition and knowledge" most is this problem.
Countries in the earthquake zones guide the engineers in determining the possible mass forces
during earthquakes by specifications. These specifications are prepared according to each
country's the seismicity, the seismic experience, the economic capabilities, and the technology
involved in the building art. In the specification of countries in earthquake regions, the "acceleration spectrum coefficient" adopted, changes roughly between 3 % to 35 %. For example, in
Turkey for normal buildings, this coefficient is maximum 22.5 %.
In recent earthquakes, it has been determined that earthquake forces up to 100 % to 200 % of the
mass weight may occur. It is very interesting that this factor is taken as 10 % to 30 % in the
earthquake specifications.
The reason behind this lies in the economic considerations and the "earthquake probability".
Using the technology available today, it is possible to build structures which will stand in the
strongest possible earthquakes. But, these won't be economical. The specifications forsee that
structures stand up in the medium earthquakes (whose probility of occurance is very high) with
very little damage and that they may be put into service with minor repairs. In severe
earthquakes, the idea is that the building gets damaged but the people using it are harmed the
least. Experience has shown that building which behave elastically in the acceleration spectrums
given by specifications answer this philosophy. Because, earthquake in a sense is an "energy"
discharged on the structure. It this energy can be counterbalanced in the structure thorough elastic
displacements, the building is not harmed in the earthquake. If this energy cannot be balanced
with elastic deformations, the structure responds plastically. A part of the energy is absorbed
elastically and the rest plastically. If the seismic energy cannot be fully damped in the system, it
demolishes the structure. In each structure, due to civil engineer's design assumptions and due to
meeting the conditions of other strength specifications, there is an "elastic energy absorbing
capacity" plus a "plastic energy absorbing capacity" which may be used without losing the
structures load carrying formation. Generally, this plastic capacity is several times that of the
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elastic capacity. Thus, it is obvious that buildings can stand earthquakes several times stronger
than those given in the specifications without total collapse.
This shows that it is not enough for the engineer to conform with the specification conditions
when he is securing his structure against seismic loads. The real gimmick of engineering is giving
a high energy absorbing capacity to the structure using the "engineering intuition".

5. THE DETERMINATION OF MASS FORCES IN PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
SYSTEMS DUE TO EARTHQUAKES
In the previous sections, it has been stated that two main factors involved in the mass forces
produced in earthquakes are
a) Dynamic properties of the soil,
b) The system's dynamic properties independent of the loads (natural vibration period and critical
damping) .
The dynamic properties of the ground will not change if the super structure is prestressed.
Therefore, ground conditions that are valid for other systems are identically applicable to
prestressed concrete systems.
Similarly, there are no special points in computing the natural vibration periods of prestressed
concrete systems. Besides the theoretical analysis, various experimental reports verify this point.
In Japan (Kiyashi Nakano, 1968) according to the results of experimental studies on prestressed
concrete frames, the natural vibration periods of frames under working loads can be computed
using the elasticity principles of mechanics. When the working loads are surpassed, the
prestressed concrete sections crack and the periods get larger. This increase in the periods is
small.
In the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratories, experiments were performed on unbonded
prestressed concrete beams (1970). The natural vibration periods measured were observed to be
in accord with those computed theoretically using the "dynamic elastic modulus".
In Russia, the results of dynamic experimental studies performed on a large number prestressed
concrete elements were reported by T. Z. Zhunusov (1973) . According to these reports, the
experiments show that the rigidities of systems under working loads are the same as those
computed by the elastic theory. When beams transition to the cracking stage due to increased loading, their rigidities decrease, and near the failure stage the vibration periods of the system
increase 4-6 times their elastic periods.
Another parameter which determines the mass forces during an earthquake is the system's
damping. Today, we do not have a satisfactory analytic procedure to estimate the damping of
structural systems. The damping of a system can only be determined by experimental
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measurements made according to physical definitions. In the design stage, this can only be
estimated using the preliminary information, in other words, it is guessed. From the definition of
the physical phenomena, dampings smaller than those of reinforced concrete should be estimated
for the elastic range. This is because, prestressed concrete sections (in the elastic range) are
always working in compression, and thus, have no cracks.
The experimental studies performed in the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering laboratories (for elastic
conditions) have shown that the damping is viscous (quickly turning to linear) and is related to
the vibration period.
In Japan, instrumental measurements made on several prestressed concrete bridges have shown
that the relationship
h=

0.02
T

......... (1)

where h= critical damping %, T= natural vibration period, applies within a 65 % correlation
coefficient.
Prof. Penzien (1962) has investigated the damping characteristics of prestressed concrete systems
in the University of California. The following conclusions were obtained :
During the stage uniform and continuous vibration continuous prevail, if the prestressing force of
the prestressed concrete system is designed to prevent the cracks in the tensile region of the
system (without tolerating tensile stresses), the critical damping of the system is less than 1 %.
If tensile cracks are formed (microscopic size), the critical damping approaches 2 %. If larger
cracks are formed, larger dampings are expected.
6. RESPONSE OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SECTIONS TO EARTHQUAKE FORCES
In the previous sections, it has been stated that earthquakes cause mass forces with alternating
directions on structures. These forces cause internal forces in the sections. Prestressed concrete
system is stressed eccentricly. Thus, one may think it will not carry alternating moments. But, in
the previous sections it has been stated how prestressed concrete sections will carry the
increasing moments. When the system is put into service, the earthquake may take place when all
the dead loads and a certain part of the live loads are being carried. The resultant force C of the
concrete's compressive forces, which balances the moment present prior to the earthquake, is
somewhere inside the core region (this point is imposed in the design) . The section will carry the
moments produced in the earthquakes by changing the location of resultant C (up or down). If the
difference moments produced move the location of C within the bounds of the core, in other
words if C remains in the area tolerated in the design, there is no problem for the system.
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The capacity of carrying the forces produced in the earthquake is very closely related to the
location of the resultant compressive stress vector, C, prior to the earthquake. To respond to the
earthquake within elastic limits and allowable stresses, force C has to be located such as to have
distances to its core region in conformity with additional moments. On the other hand, prior to
the earthquake, force C can be far from the center of gravity of the system. This condition applies
for two cases:
1. The system is erected but some of the dead loads and all of the live loads are not applied. In
this situation C is at the lowest specified point.
2. All the design loads are acting on the element. In this situation C is at the highest specified
point.
Now, earthquakes which occur at these two conditions may make the section critical. In the first
case, although the positive moments cause no hazard, the negative moments may cause
undesirable tensile stresses. In the second case, the situation is the reverse. Any way, these
additional stresses may be carried by putting additional reinforcement to the lower and upper
fibers or by increasing the concrete section. In application, force C is not forced to the boundaries
before the earthquake. The problem is solved such as to carry the effects of the medium scale
earthquakes within elastic limits and allowable stresses.

7. THE ENERGY ABSORBTION CAPACITY OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SYSTEMS
Although medium earthquake loads defined by the specifications give the sufficient conditions to
economically design a building, when severe earthquakes are considered, the energy absorbing
capacity of the system becomes an important parameter.
The energy absorbing capacity of prestressed concrete depends on the following two factors:
a) Ultimate strength and elongation of the prestressing steel,
b) Compressive strength and contraction of concrete.
In figure 6, the energy absorbing capacity of a typical steel used in prestressing is shown. During
the elastic behavior, before the concrete sections crack, the prestressing force changes very little,
and therefore, the energy absorbing capacity of the prestressing steel is very limited. In this stage,
the entire energy imposed on the system is absorbed by concrete. After cracking, up to the final
strength of the section, the energy must be completely absorbed by steel. As can be seen from
figure 6, there is a sufficient capacity in steel which can be used after the elastic stage. A
minimum of 4 % elongation at failure is required from prestressing steels. This value is
generally between 4 % to 6 %. Although this elongation value is considerably less than those of
normal steel, the ductility required for earthquakes 4 to 5 times more severe than the designed
according to the specifications is guaranteed.
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In figure 7, the results of the experiments performed in the U.S. to examine the energy absorbing
capacities of prestressed concrete beams are summarized (1963). Beam U of the experiment has
been prestressed using 2 unbonded 6x1/4" cables. Beam B is prestressed by 1 bonded 6x1/4"
cable and reinforced with 2 number 4 bars. Both beams have been loaded at 1/3 points and the
section moments and section rotations are examined at the characteristic section. The product of
moment and the rotation angle of the section, φ, is a measure of the energy stored in the beam.
The area before cracking is proportional to the energy absorbed elastically and the area after
cracking is proportional to the energy absorbed plastically. As can be seen from the figure, the
ratio of these two areas is computed to be 22 for beam U, and 70 for beam B. According to the
result of the experiment both beams have sufficient reserve capacity. But in beam B by putting a
smaller prestressing percentage and adding regular reinforcement, higher ductility and energyabsorbing capacity have been obtained.
Although "Ductility" and "Energy Absorbing Capacity" are concepts which complement each
other, they are not the same thing. The measure of ductility is the ratio of strain at failure to the
strain at the elastic limit. According; to this definition ductility is a comparison of strains.
Energy- absorbing capacity, on the other hand, is a product of strains and the internal forces
which cause this strain. In other words, it is the work used in the system's deformations. A system
with high ductility has a high energy absorbing capacity. But when compared with another
system, its energy absorbing capacity may be higher than a system with a higher ductility. For
example, the ductility of regular reinforcement is higher than that of prestressing reinforcement.
But, generally the energy absorbing capacity of prestressing steel is a little more than that of the
regular steel.
8. FACTORS AFFECTING THE DUCTILITY OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SYSTEMS
In prestressed concrete systems, the amount of prestressing steel, the value of the force imposed
in prestressing, and the amount of regular reinforcement are the main factors affecting the
ductility. By choosing these parameters favorably it is possible to increase the earthquake
resistance of prestressed sytems .
To conceive the effect of prestressing steel and the imposed prestressing force on the ductility,
the behavior of sections with various prestressing steel percentages and various prestressing
levels should be examined. In figure 8a, the behavior of sections with various prestressing steels
under increasing loads is shown. If the sections are designed according to the same ultimate
capacity, the failure of the "over-reinforced" section will be caused by the compressive failure of
concrete. Therefore, the deflection at failure is small and occurs suddenly. In a section with a
lesser percentage, the deflections will become larger. The failure starts with the yielding of the
steel and ends with the crushing of concrete or snapping of the steel. The failure doesn't occur
suddenly. As can be seen clearly from figure 8a, the ductility and the energy absorbing capacity
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of an "under-reinforced" section is greater. Therefore, the earthquake response of such a system
will be more favorable.
The effect of prestressing forces applied at different levels on a section with a fixed prestressing
steel percentage is seen in Figure 8b. Under working loads, a prestressing which produces no
tensile stress is defined by curve b . Sections such as this are called "fully-prestressed" sections .
The same section can be designed with the same amount of prestressing steel but by using lesser
prestressing (so that the section will crack as soon as the working load is passed) . The behavior
of such a system will be like curve c. On the other hand, the same section when designed with the
same prestressing steel but without any prestress, its behavior will be like curve d. As can be
clearly seen in Figure 8b, for a fixed amount of prestressing steel under various levels of
prestressing both "ductility" and "energy absorbing capacity" are most favorable in the region
between curves b and c.
In prestressed concrete systems, to resist the tensile stresses around the anchorages and principal
tensile stresses caused by shear stresses, regular lateral reinforcements (stirrups) are used. Lateral
reinforcement increases the ductility very effectively. According to the results of tests on beams
without lateral reinforcement the failures are shear-compression failures. These type of failures
are sudden and brittle. But, by placing lateral reinforcement, the response of the system improves
the ductility and the energy absorbing capacity is hastily guaranteed.
On the other hand, to carry the local tensile forces in "partially-prestressed" systems and to close
up the cracks formed on the surfaces of the system due to shrinkage and temperature changes
(before prestressing) regular axial reinforcement is used in prestressed concrete systems. The
influence of this reinforcement on ductility is very interesting.
In the previous sections, results of experiments performed to measure and compare the energy
absorbing capacity were discussed (fig.7). It was told that the energy absorbing capacity of beam
B with regular reinforcement is determined to be higher. Similarly, it was determined that the
ductility of beam B is more satisfactory. All these are due to the additional regular reinforcement.
Experiments performed by Burns and Pierce (1968) showed that a small amount of regular
reinforcement increased the ductility and energy absorbing capacity beyond expected values.
The unprestressed axial reinforcement used to increase the ductility must be very carefully
evaluated. Otherwise, the section may be over-reinforced and completely get away from ductility.
Lin (1970) and FIP (1975) propose satisfying the following safety formulae on this aspect (12),
(24) respectively:
1 / f c' (p . fsu + p*. fy - p'. fy) ≤ 0.30 ........... (2)
'
1 / f cd
(p . fpd + p*. fyd )

≤ 0.25 ........... (3)
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Here, p= ratio of prestressed steel in tension zone to concrete area, p*= ratio of nonprestressed
steel in tension zone to concrete area, p' = ratio of nonprestressed steel in the compression zone,
fsu = ultimate stress in prestressed steel, fy = yield point of nonprestressed steel, f c' = cylinder
'
strength of concrete, f cd
= concrete design compressive strength, fpd = design tensile strength of

prestressing steel, fyd = design yield strength of nonprestressed concrete.

9. FATIGUE AND CONNECTION ASPECTS
Earthquakes cause successive alternating stresses on structural systems. Therefore, some
information on the fatigue strength of prestressed concrete will be complementary to the
discussion of earthquake response behavior of prestressed systems.
When the system is in the elastic range, the change of force in the prestressing steel hardly
reaches 5%. Therefore, there is no problem under working loads. The loads that are repeated after
cracking may break the bond between the steel and concrete. But, there is no danger of fatigue for
steel under earthquake loads.
One may think anchorages may be affected by fatigue. The manufacturing firms guarantee that
steel at the anchorage ends will not fail from fatigue for 1.000.000 repetitions of load reversals .
The problem of breaking the bond between steel and concrete has not been fully clarified yet.
Engineers don't have access to sufficient number of experimental knowledge in this area. But a
good bond application such as "grouting" seems to establish the desired performance during
earthquakes.
Another important point is the wide area of possibilities in producing precast prestressed
elements. This aspect brings simplicity and economy in application. But, there are some major
problems in connecting the elements. Especially under earthquake loads with a dynamic
character, special care must be shown to the connection details. Here, the critical parts are the
supports of the prefabricated elements. The failure of such a support during the earthquake causes
the precast element to fall down. Therefore, the strength and ductility of supports, columns and
walls which serve as supports are very important.
By being careful in designing the element connection points, the total ductility and energy
absorbing capacity of the system may be increased. Similarly, it is possible to adjust the critical
damping ratio and bring the natural vibration periods of the system within desirable limits.
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10. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, while designing "prestressed concrete" systems in earthquake regions, the
following design criteria and construction principles must be carefully considered:
• In earthquake-resistant design, the history of seismic events of the zones; geological, tectonic,
and soil conditions and socio-economic factors retarding the seriousness of damage, should be
considered.
• Against earthquake forces which occur every 10 to 20 years, the system's elastic response
must be established. In severe earthquakes which occur ever 50 to 100 years or in catastrophic
earthquakes which occur every 200 to 500 years, the structural system's collapse or damage
can be accepted. The selection between these two alternatives must be determined according
to the importance of the building.
• In the construction design of the structure (including non-structural elements) special care
must be shown to obtain symmetry to distribute rigidities and masses uniformly, to eliminate
torsion effects, and to prevent differential settlements in the foundations.
• For the seismic analysis, the earthquake response of the structure may be determined either
from dynamic analyses which apply earthquake ground motions appropriate to the local soil
conditions, or by using equivalent static loads which represent the forces induced in the
structure by ground motions. The choice of method will depend on the type and importance of
the structure. In seismic analyses, tile mass, stiffness and damping characteristics of the
superstructure must be known for the expected levels of deformations. In computing the rigidities and periods, the linear theory principles of mechanics may be used. It may be assumed
that periods and rigidities remain roughly constant until the system's failure. In practise, to
compute the periods, the static elastic modules may be used . The critical damping of the
prestressed concrete elements is in the range of l % to 6 %, and this is smaller than the
values of reinforced concrete. It should be kept in mind that the damping is small during
elastic behavior ( l % to 1,5 %) and that it increases after the elements crack.
• In the design the earthquakes should be superimposed with the main and additional loads in
the least favorable way. However, when the earthquake effect is included in the load
superposition, any other special loads may not be considered.
• The specifications of steel or reinforced concrete systems generally (when the elastic theory is
applied) permit a certain amount of increase in the allowable stresses during earthquake
analysis. It is undesirable to increase the allowable stresses for prestressed sections. Instead, in
the allowable stress method, without changing the allowable stresses, the earthquake loads
may be included in the superposition after being reduced a certain amount.
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• The moment capacities of prestressed concrete sections computed according to ultimate
strength theory should be 1.25 to 1.6 times greater than the most critical moments computed by
including the earthquake loads. The brittle failure of the system in the ultimate strength can
only be allowed in the destructive seismic loads. Under this condition, the coefficient above
should be chosen at the highest value or close to it. In sections, the ultimate strength moment
must be at least 33 % greater than the moments where cracks form.
• In carefully designed prestressed concrete systems, sufficient ductility and energy absorbing
capacity during earthquakes is guaranteed. In order not to decrease the ductility, the condition
of over-reinforcement should be carefully examined. It should be remembered that lateral
reinforcement and a suitably selected level of prestressing increase the ductility.
• Prestressing ducts in the flexural members of a ductile structural frame should be grouted (for
acting only as horizontal members, ducts need not be grouted). Anchorages in post-tensioned
construction should be carefully positioned and situated as far from potential plastic hinge
positions as possible.
Finally, we may state that a prestressed concrete system obtained by using the general
engineering discipline will always have a sufficient earthquake resistance. According to available
information on earthquakes, main and heavy damage of prestressed components were not
recorded. (The damage of components, as a result of earthquakes were caused by other factors:
Insufficient design loads, failure of supports, failure of connections, etc.). Experience on the
behavior of prestressed concrete structures during earthquakes, testify in general to a sufficient
seismic resistance of prestressed concrete.
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ÖZET
ÖNGERİLMELİ BETON TAŞIYICILARIN DEPREMDE
DAVRANIŞI ve PROJE KRİTERLERİ
Bugün inşaat mühendisinin taşıyıcı inşa etmek için, sahip olduğu malzeme imkanlarından birisi
de, öngerilmeli betondur. Bu ders notlarında öngerilmeli taşıyıcıların deprem tesirleri altında
davranış özellikleri ile bazı önemli proje kriterleri ele alınmıştır.
Notlarda önce; bir yapıya ömrü boyunca etkileyen yükler gruplandırılmış, deprem tesirlerinin bu
gruplamada yeri belirlendikten sonra; öngerilimli betonun artan yükler altında davranış karakteri
ve bu davranışın konvensiyonel betonarma devranışı ile temel farkları saptanmıştır. Öngerilme
kayıplarının önemi ve öngerilmeli betonun oluşturulması için öngerme çeliği ve betonda istenen
malzeme özelliklerinden kısaca bahsedilmiştir. Depremde taşıyıcıları etkileyen kitle kuvvetine
tesir eden parametreler özetlenmiş ve bu parametlerin öngerilmeli taşıyıcılardaki farklı yönleri
üzerinde durulmuştur.
Daha sonra; depremde oluşan kesit kuvvetlerine öngerilmeli beton kesitlerin mukavemet etme
esasları ortaya konmuştur.Taşıyıcıların tahripkar depremlerdeki nihai mukavemetlerini belirleyen
“düktilite“ ve “enerji soğurma kapasitesi“ özelliklerinin önemine dikkat çekilerek, bu iki hususun
öngerilmeli beton taşıyıcılardaki durumu; rapor edilmiş deneysel çalışmaların ışığında
belirlenmiştir.
Notların sonunda; yorulma ve elemanların bağlantı problemleri üzerinde kısaca durularak;
deneysel araştırma ve deprem tecrübelerinden elde edilen bilgilere göre öngerilmeli beton
taşıyıcılardaki yeterli bir deprem mukavemeti oluşturmak ve bu mukavemeti arttırmak için
gerçekleştirilmesi gerekli bazı önemli proje kriterleri verilmiştir.
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